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 The film stars Priyanka Chopra and Irrfan Khan in the lead roles, while Anupam Kher, Boman Irani, Kader Khan and Sanjay Dutt appear in supporting roles. The film was released worldwide on 14 December 2014. The film has a sequel titled Mary Kom 2, which was released in 2018. Plot Mary Kom lives in Koraput, Odisha. She dreams of becoming a world boxing champion and becoming a role
model for women like herself. She enters a local school of boxing and is trained by a local boxer, Jimmy. But her idol coach, a former Soviet Olympic boxing champion, is no longer there and her family doesn't want her to fight due to her family's conservative values. Jimmy's wife is constantly complaining and the children are against her boxing. Despite the setbacks, Mary fights and wins several
local and regional boxing tournaments. But Jimmy isn't able to train her enough to fight at the national level. Mary qualifies for the nationals and becomes the lone woman on the Indian team. While she is in training in Delhi for the Nationals, she is approached by an admirer, Ravindra (Irrfan Khan). He is a Russian immigrant who has studied at Delhi University and runs a successful construction

company. He is also a rower. His employees do a strong public advertisement campaign in support of Mary. It includes some of their friends playing good guys. The advertisement promotes Mary as the "Breadwinner of India". Ravindra asks her to come for a trial date with his company's construction firm. At the trial, Ravindra offers her the job of managing his construction company. Mary accepts it
and leaves for the national camp. During the campaign, she meets with several other contestants, including Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore, son of the chief minister, while on an adventure with her friends. She is attracted to him. When Mary is about to compete in the national tournament, Jimmy shows up and she isn't sure how to handle it. During the tournament, the Russian, who doesn't speak much

English, is pressuring her to accept their offer. She tries to convey to him that she wants to be an Olympic champion and that she wants to win the tournament. He tells her that he's a businessman and doesn't have time for her, but he still says that he will support her. However, he says that he cannot compete with Rajyavardhan and that she can lose the tournament. 82157476af
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